Sweet Passes
A Gluttonous Tour Through the
Swiss and Italian High-Country
Story and photos by Gregg Bleakney

A late-summer snowstorm raged over the
eastern Alps cooping Horst, my German
cycling companion, and I up at the base of
Stelvio Pass in the cobbled village of Glurns,
Italy. On our third night in town, we passed
the time on 150-year-old bar stools at the
Gastoff Weisses Kreuz pub. Overall-clad
farmers clanked steins of Weissbier as
they traded tales in Ladin, a sparsely used
romance language spun out of the Roman
Empire. Although the house specialty, venison glazed with cranberry-pear sauce served
over a mound of gravy-topped spätzle noodles, was the savory stuff a touring biker’s
dreams are made of, I prefer cycling to
gastronomic pursuits and was hungry to get
back in the saddle. Later that evening I nearly
leaped onto the bar in celebration when the
bartender reported that her second cousin’s
uncle had cleared the Stelvio in a compact
car — the pass was open, and my time in

we will make our attempt of the pass tomorrow morning. I cycled this Stilfser Joch (its
German name) 10 years ago with my wife
Ruth, and it is the most difficult climb of
our tour … the king climb. You can expect
a raise of 6,000 vertical feet in 15 miles with
a high percentage of gradients. This is the

Steam poured out of Horst’s nostrils and through
his helmet vents as he blew by me. I cursed him
for his role in my downward mental spiral.
second-highest pass in the Alps and you
must take it as a serious business, mmmmmm.” He pursed his lips and blew into his
hands. “You need also to know that every
switchback is nomenclatured with signs,
starting with the number of 48 and finishing
at the top with the number of 1. It is essen-

Serious grades. Climbing passes in the Alps requires a lot of fuel provided by dessert eating.

Italy’s smallest municipality was ending.
In light of the news, Horst ordered a
round of Weissbier and launched into a
stoic pep talk. “Gregg, it is now obvious that
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wheat brew, coating his 24-hour mustache
with a goofy line of froth. I chuckled quietly to myself. Horst was all business. “Last
time, I advanced Ruth a 25-minute start and
caught her on switchback number 4 near
the peak. I have decided to advance you 20
minutes and wish to make even with you

tial that you do not pay attention to these
numberings or they will make problems
with your mind.”
He took a triple-gulping chug of the
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before I caught my wife.”
I chewed on my lip and contemplated
that, in the past nine years, Swiss-born Ruth
has logged 50,000 kilometers on two colossal world cycling tours. “I will accept your
challenge if you reduce your tire pressure to
60 PSI and give me a 30-minute handicap,”
I countered. Horst discovered the dribble
of froth on his upper lip, licked it off, and
delighted over the fact that he had created a
forum to test the fitness level of his 50-yearold body against the ghost of his 40-something past.
We parted ways at a bakery in the town
square at 9:00 a.m. the next morning. I
pocketed three chocolate croissants, filled
my water bottle from a spigot outside of
the renovated courthouse, and cycled away
through the gates of the city’s 500-year-old
Gothic palace. Horst stayed behind, casually
sipping down two espressos and a 12-ounce
Gatorade. “Remember, do not pay attention
to the switchback numberings!” he yelled. I
could see him checking his stopwatch in my
rearview mirror.
One hour into the day, I had found my
rhythm and a few cycling partners as well.
Peter and Hans from Berlin were midway
through a two-week bike tour of Italy and
had started their climb at dawn from another
village in the area. Hans, an engineer by
trade, talked about his home-built cycling
computer and the Stelvio’s glorious role in
cracking even the strongest Giro d’Italia
competitors. Peter, a retired schoolteacher,
pointed out the stand of 100-year-old trees
(quite ancient by European standards) that
provide shade along the road for the first
25 turns. 30 minutes of pedaling later, they
invited me to join them for a quick rest and
multi-bar snack. I politely declined, sensing

that I needed to keep cycling while my dogs
were fresh and unprotesting to defend my
time advantage over Horst.
20 minutes later, I could hear the churning of Hans and Peter’s cogs through the
trees a few switchbacks down. “Kooo kooo,
kooo kooo,” came a loud shout from below.
Did I leave something behind? Is this how
people from Berlin signal for each other’s attention, I wondered? Again, “kooo
kooo, kooo kooo,” followed by a familiar
“heeeelllllllllooooooo, Gregorio!”
How can it be?! Through an open rocky
outcropping, I saw the forest through the
trees: it came in the form of a tall, sinewy
figure wearing white-sided Lycra shorts with
black block letters reading “Meilen.”
Horst was passing Hans and Peter like
a 1,200cc Harley on its way to Sturgis and
about to reel me in one hour before I was
expecting him! I ratcheted up two gears, put
my head down, and hammered away — this
pursuer was 20 years my senior — and
pride was on the line. The only thing spinning faster than my chainring was my mind
calculating an escape scenario.
“If Horst caught Ruth on turn 4 and each
turn averages X distance and I am cycling at
Y speed and I know that Horst is on Z turn
and I am on T turn and have cycled three
turns in 15 minutes or, was it four turns…
and what turn am I on anyway?” Since
my encounter with Hans and Peter, I had
stopped paying attention to what switchback
I was on. “Focus,” I thought. “If I assume
that Horst usually averages S kilometers per
hour climbing 10 percent grades, I need to
add two K because he is racing his 40-something ghost another two K since his red
Windblocker fleece is fully unzipped, which

it never is unless he is going really fast.”
On and on it went — I had just carelessly flown into Passo Stelvios’ mind-bending
spiderweb. The last time I had been hooked
by a nightmarish internal monologue like

when my spätzle ran out on turn 20 — the
steely German surged ahead. I downshifted,
retreated to my saddle, pumped my right
fist high into the air, and screamed, “Damn
you, Stelvio!”

Dreams can come true. Horst gets a rundown on the dessert extravaganza that awaits him.

this was on the eve of my high-school SAT
exam. Rounding the next corner, I obsessed
over the 18 x 18-inch sign reading “27
Kehre Tornante.” 27 turns left — I wasn’t
even past the midway point yet.
Steam poured out of Horst’s nostrils
and through his helmet vents as he blew by
me on turn 24. I cursed him for his role in
both my downward mental spiral and my
sticky wool jersey, soaked by my stream
of back sweat. A counterattack hiccupped

The temperature had dropped to 29
degrees, and it was beginning to snow when
I reached turn two. Defeated, I leaned my
bike against the café at the top of the pass
and loafed inside, being careful not to slam
my noggin against the top of yet another
5-foot 10-inch Italian doorjamb.
Horst had reserved the ideal place for me
on a plush armchair facing a fire, burning
just hot enough to dry a pair of cycling shoes
without melting them. “Congratulations on
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So many switchbacks. Cranking up another intestinal roadway in the Alps.

your summit!” he cheered with an honestly
huge grin that led to an awkward, Euro-USA
hybrid, sideways, neck-high, high-five with
a snap. “I saw that you looked cold and
hungry and was hurried to arrive here so to
order a few things for us.” On the table in
front of me sat a liter of lager, a warm square
of Apfel Schnitte with vanilla cream sauce,
and a frothy cappuccino. Suddenly my water
bottle looked half full — I had conquered
the Stelvio, was salivating over a plate of
sugary cream-apple goodness, and drinking
beer at 9,000 feet at the zenith of what many
consider to be the “greatest cycling climb in
Europe.” A warm cappuccino and uninterrupted 6,000-foot downhill were to follow.
Life was good. God, I loved cycling with this
Horst guy!
I first concocted a plan for an Alps tour
in 2006 in a swanky café in Bariloche,
Argentina. Horst and I had just cleared a
massive pass over the Andes and relived the
descent over two portions of raspberry-filled
chocolate brownies, three French-pressed
coffees, and two tall blonde Pilsners. There
we discovered that we had a common passion for medium-roast and cycling up big
hills. Copious caloric consumption (mostly
from desserts, beer, and caffeinated concoctions) was also part of our shared post-ride
14
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coffee-shop recovery program.
The only immediate concern at the time
was that we were both coming to the end
of multi-year, globe-trotting cycling tours
and were without a follow-up plan. “Where
next?” we asked ourselves. Horst’s adopted
country of Switzerland was a shoe-in. He
had lived and worked there as a bicycle tour
guide for over 30 years and knew nearly
every inch of tarmac winding through its 26

cantons (states). Each canton has a specific
dialect, culture, and most importantly, array
of desserts stemming from the country’s
four official languages: French, German,
Italian, and Rumantsch. Italy was a no-brainer — the birthplace of espresso, gelato, and
ragù alla Bolognese — it borders Heidiland
and is straddled by the Alps.
Eight months later, I showed up on
Ruth and Horst’s doorstep in Bubikon,

Serious business. Horst presides over yet another delicious dessert.
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Switzerland to ride high passes and eat my
sweet way through the Italian and Swiss
Alps. Horst was ready. Armed with a thick
stack of maps, books, and notes from past
tours, he pin-pointed coordinates and filled
me in on his plan for our horseshoe-shaped,
10-day, 14-pass, 525-mile tour with over
55,000 feet of climbing. Champing at the bit
after his presentation and a long sit on the
TGV “High Speed Train” from Paris, I was
ready to hit the road. Horst, however, had a
new espresso machine and a secret plan for
me: a three-day, pre-tour tour.
Eurobike was first on the agenda. With
over 850 vendors and a Costco-esque wing
devoted entirely to touring swag, it’s the
largest bicycle trade show in the world. Day
two was reserved for Velo-Plus cycling shop.
Known for its poster-sized photos of people
on bikes in far-flung locales, a 50-foot aisle
of waterproof panniers, and a pressure-sensitive seat cover that renders a real-time optical
display analysis of “hot spots” on an LCD
monitor while testing various saddle configurations — it was a bona fide warehouse
of bike porn for the touring aficionado. Our
final pre-tour destination was campground
Maurholz on the shores of Lake Greifensee.
Run by sophistonauts Anita and Christian
Schier, the café features a rotating monthly
photography and music program based on
one of the many developing countries the
pair have traversed on two wheels.
Amid the twangs of Mexican folk music
in the camp café, our official “sweet passes”
dessert-ranking system was born. Comprised
of a maximum 5-star rating that scaled in
half increments, food and drink items were
to be scored on three categories: presentation, taste, and power. I snapped up a pair
of chocolate cakes, cottage-cheese cranberry
muffins, and macchiatos to test the system.
The goodies landed a 4.5 for presentation; they were beautifully sculpted, and the
hosts were friendly, prompt, and informative
— clearly understanding the needs of the
touring cyclist. Yet the coffee was dinged
for being “weak with poor foam” and the
cakes lost stars for “density, size, and lack
of sugar” receiving a 3 on the taste-o-meter.
Horst refused to rate for the power category,
claiming “There is no practical, portable
scientific method for us to measuring direct
cycling power output from these items.” I
argued that the sixth sense of a hungry tour-
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“it did not use the freshest of cream” and
“the plum does not supply for good cycling
calories.” After dropping two days’ worth
of budget on dinner, we stumbled downstairs with bulging stomachs and a pack of
antacids to the value-priced army-cot accommodations in the bomb shelter under the
restaurant.
The next day we racked up 3,350 feet of
climbing to Lenzerheid and then another
5,000 feet up and over Albula pass, which was
closed to all internal combustion–equipped
transportation for the annual bike parade
called “Slow Down.” At a concessions booth
in the “Slow Down” beer garden at the top
of Albula, Horst deducted 2.5 presentations
stars because the studentenschnitte (student
cake), rubarber wahe (rhubarb torte), and
“cookie sandwich with chocolate fudge center” all had poorly folded plastic wrappers
and badly placed branding stickers.
The overall-trip dessert honor was
bestowed on a chocolate chip brownie with
vanilla and chocolate ice-cream balls. A rich
chocolate core and light frosting garnered
a 4.5 for taste. The twin ice-cream scoop
with a hefty brownie portion notched a 4 for
power. But it was the Swiss service with a
smile in a small village near Passo Gotthardo
and the frozen black square plate that complimented the symmetry of the brownie and
prevented premature ice-cream melt-off that
truly earned this sweet its crown — nailing
a perfect 5 for presentation.
On our way back to Switzerland from
Italy over Foscagno and Bernina passes,
we pedaled off calories along the lost walls
of old Roman trade routes. We traced the
footsteps of Hannibal’s 37 war elephants
and 46,000-man army over cobblestonepaved Gothardo Pass and dodged an endless
stream of Ferraris on the butter-smooth
S-bend turns leading to the adventure-touring mecca of Interlaken.
The tour ended just outside of Bern,
Switzerland at the flat of Daniel Grab. Horst
had met Daniel at a bike-touring slide show
near Zurich years before, and they had kept
in touch ever since. Daniel was in the midst
of planning a bike trek across Asia, and his
enthusiasm was infectious. I glanced over at
Horst; once again, we were both at the end
of the road with no backup plan. “Where
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ing cyclist is superior to any scientific-power
output measuring device. Horst disagreed.
I rated them a 2.5 for power anyway —
drawing on logic to believe that cakes with
minimal girth and sweetness and macchiatos with poor foam couldn’t be packing an
above-average energy punch.
Toting two sets of rear panniers that
bulged with Swiss chocolate bars, Horst and
I left Bubikon for our real tour the following
afternoon. We spent most of the sunny day
traveling through a green cow-filled valley
along the Rhine on impeccably signed bike
paths and a network of backroad connections. The only interruptions in our cadence
were a series of railway crossings and an
occasional glider swooping down from the
Alps to land on a flat strip in the valley.
At mile 57, we found our way to the
Restaurant Hotel Sportcenter in Untervaz.
During my assault on a monster-sized serving of the house specialty, Alpler Maccaroni
(macaroni, bacon, apple sauce, and potatoes
with a buttery white sauce), the waiter
informed me that the chef was testing new
dessert ideas for the fall season. My jaw hit
the floor like a schoolboy who had just been
given a front-row ticket to Milan Fashion
Week when the chef offered all nine of his
greatest creations to us for evaluation. Fresh
off a trip to the bathroom, Horst moved
in for the gluttony as well. His reluctance
to rate for power was broken by a Bündner
Nusstorte, the local specialty. “Gregorio,
everybody understands that the Bündner has
a high energy-per-gram ratio!” Horst’s 4.5
power-o-meter rating for this Swiss nut tart
— made with wheat, chopped nuts, sugar,
eggs, cream, and honey — was a mental
breakthrough, unleashing his inner food
critic. The head chef and his underlings ran
for cover as he tore through the assemblage
with the palate of Sherlock Holmes.
A double-scoop vanilla ice-cream sundae
with pears, chocolate sauce, and whipped
cream received a 2.5 on taste because “the
pears obviously came from a can.” Although
the multi-berry parfait was “nicely arranged,”
it scored a paltry 1.5 on presentation because
“a berry was partially frozen” and “I really
hate those colored sugar sprinkles!” A plum
mousse landed a 4 for “compact and clean
presentation” but rolled a meager pair of
snake eyes for taste and power because

To see all of the other amenities included
on the ride, visit our website:
www.illinoisgreatriversride.com
For more information contact us at:
877-477-7007, ext. 217
info@illinoisgreatriversride.com
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continued from page 17

next?” he questioned. “I hear Colombia’s
got the world’s greatest coffee,” I said. “The
Andes begin their northern summits there,
too,” Horst replied. “Yeah, and my friend
from Bogotá assures me that Pablo Escobar
is really dead,” added Daniel.
So it was decided — our next stop would
be the Caribbean port city of Cartagena.
Now does anyone know anything about
38
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sugary Colombian desserts that don’t go up
your nose?
P.S. Horst never mentioned passing me
20 turns before he passed Ruth on Passo
Stelvio.
Gregg Bleakney’s work has recently appeared in
National Geographic Adventure, American Photo,
and Cycling Plus UK. He is currently publishing a
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book of short stories and photography that document
his 18,500-mile, two-year bike tour from Alaska to
Argentina. When he’s not out in the world taking
pictures on a bike, you can usually find him sipping a
latte and hacking away on his laptop in a studio above
Seattle’s Pike Place Market.

Wayne Carpenter stopped by the Adventure Cycling office in August of 1996 as he neared the
end of his TransAmerica ride. He was accompanied by two loyal and spirited travel companions: his
wife, Kristina, and his one-year-old poodle, Amber. Poodles are known for being good tempered,
affectionate, and regal. Kristina and Wayne are happy to report that Amber has almost all of the standard characteristics … except the part about being regal. Even now, at 13, she has a puppy’s personality: when the bikes come out, she can hardly wait to get aboard for the next expedition (see inset).
At only ten pounds and transported by trailer (except up long hills, when she is asked to walk),
Amber was, and still is, a show stopper. Cars make U-turns on major highways to snap her photo.
Truck drivers are careful to give her a wide berth. Wayne and Kristina are frequently greeted with,
“Oh, you’re the people we heard about on the bicycles with the dog,” as they ride into towns for the
night. Unfortunately, several (luckily minor) accidents have also occurred while drivers ogled at what
appeared to be a dog driving a “bicycle-powered chariot.”
Amber and Wayne ride as a team. If another dog comes out to chase, Wayne will join Amber
in barking. The noise coupled with the bizarre sight is enough to ward any fearsome creature
away. Together they have fended off coyotes, rottweilers, and a myriad of growling dogs.
Celebrating her 14th birthday in September, Amber has ridden nearly 15,000 miles, including the
1996 TransAm, a section of the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route from Canada to Colorado, and a
multitude of weekly and monthly excursions. As this magazine goes to print, Amber will be on a new
cycling journey across the Southern Tier, west to east. Says Wayne, “Long-distance, self-contained
bicycle touring is a natural extension of our adventuring lives, and Amber is one of the finest ambassadors one can have on a cycle tour. The giggles, squeals, and outright laughter will put a smile on
your face and provide more unsolicited introductions than you can possibly imagine.”
From Adventure Cycling’s National Bicycle Touring Portrait Collection. © 2008 Adventure Cycling Association.
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